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Abstract. The next generation of Internet applications is emerging: Web services. In this work, we present novel techniques for a flexible and reliable execution and deployment of Web services which can be integrated into current service platforms. Dynamic service selection allows selecting Web service instances during runtime by means of semantic classifications. The selection can be influenced by specifying different constraints. We present a generic approach for load balanced and high available services using automatic service replication. Both approaches, dynamic service selection and automatic service replication, support the development of reliable services. Additionally, our system supports mobile code, i.e., Web services can be distributed and instantiated during runtime on demand. This feature opens a great optimization potential and additionally contributes to reliable service execution because unavailable hosts can be replaced dynamically by available hosts. We present these techniques within the scope of the ServiceGlobe system, an open platform for Web service specification, execution, and deployment.
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1 Introduction

The next generation of Internet applications is emerging: Web services. By a Web service (also called service or e-service), we understand an autonomous software component that is uniquely identified by a URI and that can be accessed by using standard Internet protocols like XML, SOAP, or HTTP. A service may combine several applications that a user needs, such as the different pieces of a supply-chain architecture. For a client, however, the entire infrastructure will appear as a single application. Due to its potential of changing the Internet to a platform of application collaboration and integration, Web service technology gains more and more attention in research and industry; initiatives like HP Web Services Platform [WSP], Sun ONE [Sun], or Microsoft .NET [NET] show this development. Although all of these frameworks share the opinion that services are important for easy application collaboration and integration, they have a different focus. They intend to provide a complete infrastructure for implementing services and executing them on dedicated hosts.

Our objective in this work is to present new functionality for Web service execution and deployment which can be integrated into existing service platforms. We propose techniques like dynamic service selection which allows selecting service instances during runtime by means of semantic classifications. This is achieved by providing the ability to call groups of interchangeable services using different modes; e.g., only one service of a group may be called; another one is only called if the first service fails. The selection can be
influenced by specifying different kinds of constraints. We also address load balancing and high availability by providing a generic and transparent approach for automatic service replication. Both of these approaches, dynamic service selection and automatic service replication, support the development of flexible and reliable services.

We present these techniques within the scope of the ServiceGlobe system. ServiceGlobe provides a platform on which services can be implemented, stored, published, discovered, and deployed. Additionally, the system supports mobile code, i.e., services can be distributed and instantiated during runtime on demand at arbitrary Internet servers participating in the ServiceGlobe federation. Of course, ServiceGlobe offers all the standard functionality of a service platform like SOAP/XML communication, a transaction system, and a security system [SBK01]. These areas are well covered by existing technologies and are, therefore, not the focus of this work. Also, we assume that appropriate standards will be developed and incorporated into service platforms.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an e-procurement scenario which will be used as an example throughout this paper. Next, the ServiceGlobe system is introduced in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 present dynamic service selection and automatic service replication, respectively. Finally, Section 6 gives some related work and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Example Scenario

In this paper, we are going to use an e-procurement scenario to explain our novel techniques within the scope of the ServiceGlobe system. For simplicity reasons, we do not describe a general and complete e-procurement solution consisting of a marketplace service and general supplier services. Instead, we concentrate on the example of tire purchasing [KSSK02]. We assume that there are Web services available providing the functionality to buy tires and others that offer services of forwarding agencies. In this scenario a car manufacturer requires an service for the task of purchasing tires and employing a forwarding agency to deliver these tires. In detail, this service has to perform the following tasks: First, it has to invite offers from available tire dealer services for a given type and quantity of tires. Second, it must invite offers for the delivery of these tires to the car manufacturer. Third, it must calculate the cheapest combined offer for the purchase of tires from a tire dealer and the delivery of these tires by a forwarding agency. At last, the service must place purchase orders, based on the cheapest combined offer, at both, the tire dealer and the forwarding agency. If placing a purchase order fails, the second cheapest combined offer should be tried (and so on).

This service is split into two separate services: a tire purchasing service and a negotiator service. A graphical representation of the resulting services is shown in Figure 1.

The tire purchasing service is the main service which is called directly by the car manufacturer. First, the service queries a UDDI server [UDD00] for all bindings, i.e., URLs, of tire dealer services. Using this technique, the service is independent of the available tire dealer services at a particular time and the implementation need not be changed to remove outdated or add new tire dealers. For every tire dealer service, the service looks for a service host close to the location of the tire dealer to minimize communication costs to the tire dealer service as well as to the forwarding agency services later on. Service hosts are hosts connected to the Internet which are running the ServiceGlobe runtime
Tire Purchasing Service:

- get bindings of tire dealers
- ask for service hosts near tire dealer (manual optimization)
- wait for results
- conclude contracts with participants

Negotiator Service:

- get offer from tire dealer
- get bindings of forwarding agencies near tire dealer
- wait for results
- determine cheapest offers

Figure 1: Graphical Representations of the Services

...
Internal services are native ServiceGlobe services. They are implemented in Java using the service API provided by the ServiceGlobe system. Of course, it is feasible to use a specialized programming language, e.g., XL [FK01], or a graphical tool to draw a representation (similar to a workflow graph) of a service, but that is not the focus of our work. ServiceGlobe services use SOAP to communicate with other services. Services receive a single XML document as input parameter and generate a single XML document as result. There are two kinds of internal services, namely dynamic services and static services. Static services are location-dependent, i.e., they cannot be executed dynamically on arbitrary ServiceGlobe servers. Such services may require access to certain local resources, e.g., a local DBMS to store data, or require certain permissions, e.g., access to the file system, that are only available on dedicated servers. These restrictions prevent the execution of static services on arbitrary ServiceGlobe servers. In contrast, dynamic services are location-independent. They are state-less, i.e., the internal state of such a service is discarded after a request was processed, and do not require special resources or permissions. Therefore, they can be executed on arbitrary ServiceGlobe servers.

There is an orthogonal categorization for internal services: adaptors, simple services, and composite services. We have already defined adaptors. Simple services are internal services not using any other service. Composite services are higher-value services assembled from other internal services. These services are, in this context, called basis services, because the composite service is based on them. Note, that a composite service can also be used as a basis service for another higher-value composite service.

Internal services are executed on service hosts, i.e., hosts connected to the Internet which are running the ServiceGlobe runtime engine. ServiceGlobe’s internal services are mobile code, therefore their executables are loaded on demand from code repositories onto service hosts or, more precisely, into the service hosts’ runtime engines. A UDDI server is used to find an appropriate code repository storing a certain service. Service hosts offer a SOAP service (called runtime service loading) to execute dynamic services. Thus, the set of available services is not fixed and can be extended at runtime by everyone participating in the ServiceGlobe federation. If internal services have the appropriate permissions, they
can also use resources of service hosts, e.g., databases. These permissions are part of the security system of ServiceGlobe which is based on [SBK01] and they are managed autonomously by the administrators of the service hosts. This security system also deals with the security issues of mobile code introduced by runtime service loading. Thus, service hosts are protected against malicious services.

Runtime service loading allows service distribution of dynamic services to arbitrary service hosts, opening a great optimization potential to ServiceGlobe: Several instances of a dynamic service can be executed on different hosts for load balancing and parallelization purposes. Dynamic services can be instantiated on service hosts having the optimal execution environment, e.g., a fast processor, huge memory, or a high-speed network connection to other services. Of course, this feature also contributes to reliable service execution because unavailable service hosts can be replaced dynamically by available service hosts. Together with runtime service loading this provides a large flexibility in order to consider load balancing or optimization issues.

Figure 3 gives an overview of the basic components of the ServiceGlobe system and their mutual interaction (based on the e-procurement scenario of Section 2): The negotiator services use external services (adaptors are omitted in the figure) and the tire purchasing service uses two dynamic services. At first, a client sends a SOAP request to execute the tire purchasing service to a service host. This service is loaded from a code repository (if not already cached) and instantiated on the service host. The tire purchasing service deploys several basis services (here, two negotiator services) during execution. Therefore, suitable service hosts are located by UDDI requests and the negotiator services are loaded and executed on them on behalf of the tire purchasing service. The negotiator services deploy external tire dealer and forwarding agency services to calculate their results.
4 Dynamic Service Selection

In general, composite Web services invoke other, remote Web services by passing the service platform the Web service’s URL or access point. In contrast, dynamic service selection enables Web services to state a technical specification of the services that should be invoked. It’s the service platform’s task to select suitable Web services, possibly utilizing UDDI for this. Additionally to the technical specification, different kinds of constraints can be passed over to influence the dynamic service selection. The approach of dynamic service selection offers three main advantages:

- An important goal in distributed systems is a high reliability rate and fault tolerance. Using composite services, it can occur that some basis services may not be reachable, e.g., due to network partitioning, unavailable service hosts, or the unexpected crash of a basis service.\(^1\) For this reason, hard-coded access points within a composite service are not desirable. Dynamic service selection provides a solution for this problem.

- Using constraints to influence dynamic service selection allows developing generic Web services. As will be show, it is not necessary to code special properties of the invoked Web services into the composite service itself. Instead, these properties are specified as (declarative) constraints and passed to the Web service at runtime. As new kinds of constraints become available, they can be used without modifying or re-compiling the Web service. Constraints can, for example, specify that only free Web services are used or that services of a given company should be preferred, if possible.

- Dynamic services are instantiated at runtime. Combining this with dynamic service selection offers potential for various optimizations. For example, constraints allow specifying that all dynamic services must be instantiated within a local LAN or on a given set of hosts.

In the following, a more detailed description of dynamic service selection will be given. In the description, UDDI is used as Web service repository. Basically because it is the de-facto standard for such a kind of repository and because it provides the necessary functionality to use it in conjunction with dynamic service selection.

\(^1\)Related problems, although in the context of Web scripting languages, have been studied in [CD99a].
In UDDI, every service is assigned to a tModel providing a classification of its functionality and a formal description of its interfaces. Therefore, a service can be called an implementation or an instance of its tModel. With this, instead of explicitly stating an actual access point in a composite service, it is also possible to reference or “call” a tModel. Thus, one defines the functionality of the service that should be called rather than its actual implementation. As an example, see Figure 4. The tModel ForwardingAgency has three services assigned to it, namely Service FA\textsubscript{1}, Service FA\textsubscript{2} and Service FA\textsubscript{3}. Now, assume that a programmer tries to implement the new service Negotiator\textsubscript{P} which should invoke another Web service which has to be assigned to the tModel ForwardingAgency. Normally, the programmer will search a UDDI repository for an appropriate service, e.g., Service FA\textsubscript{1} and use its access point in the new Web service. At runtime, Negotiator\textsubscript{P} will invoke the basis service given by the hard-coded access point. With dynamic service selection, the programmer will develop the different Web service Negotiator. Negotiator will not contain any hard-coded access point, instead it will know the tModel of the service it should invoke. At runtime, the service Negotiator will query the UDDI repository for an appropriate Web service and invoke it (or even a set of appropriate services, as depicted in Figure 4).

4.1 Modes

Dynamic service selection is not limited to select only one instance for a tModel, it is also possible to select several instances. Since UDDI returns all services, i.e., their bindings that are assigned to a tModel, more than one can be called. Thus, a call to a tModel is substituted by one or more service calls. We distinguish the following modes of calling a tModel (The different modes are similar to unicast, multicast, and broadcast communication on networks):

- **one**: Only one instance out of all tModel instances returned by UDDI is called. The call is (multiply) retried in case of failures, e.g., temporary unavailability of the service. If the failures persist, an alternative e-service is tried. An example is shown in Figure 5 (rectangle tModel).

- **some**: A subset of all services returned by UDDI is called in parallel. The number of services to be called is specified as a parameter. Services, which continue to fail, are replaced with alternative services until the demanded amount of e-services responded successfully or no more services are available. The circle tModel in Figure 5 shows a some call.

- **all**: In this case, all tModel instances returned by UDDI are called in parallel. If faults occur, no alternative services can be called, simply because there are no remaining ones. For an example, see the triangle tModel in Figure 5.

Basically, these three modes could also be implemented as constraints (see the following section). But they are a very fundamental part of the communication infrastructure, so the separation of these communication patterns is justified.
4.2 Constraints

The services actually selected for a tModel call depend on several different kinds of constraints. Right now, these constraints must be specified by a Web service when invoking a basis service. There are two types of constraints: hard constraints or conditions and soft constraints or preferences. The difference is that conditions must be fulfilled, whereas preferences should be fulfilled. If no service is found at all or only an insufficient number of services is found which fulfill the preferences, alternative services are selected which need not fulfill the preferences.

The first kind of constraints are metadata constraints. They work as a filter for all tModel instances returned by UDDI. Metadata about a single service consists of its UDDI data (bindingTemplate, businessService, and businessEntity) and additional metadata stored in an (XML) metadata repository (see Figure 6 for an example). Metadata constraints are basically XPath [CD99b] queries. The ServiceGlobe system will only select services that comply to the constraints. For example, the following preference (a soft constraint) selects only services that are assigned to a businessEntity with the name "Forwarding Agency" in the first place, other services are only selected afterwards, if necessary:

```xml
<metadataPreference>
  /businessEntity/name="Forwarding Agency"
</metadataPreference>
```

A metadata constraint selecting all free services (and no services that charge requests) looks like the following:

```xml
<metadataConstraint>
  /serviceMetadata/costsPerCall="0"
</metadataConstraint>
```

Only services complying to these constraints are available to the mode-dependent selection of services as explained above.
The second kind of constraints are reply constraints. Reply constraints are applied immediately after a reply is received from a service. If the reply does not fulfill all given reply constraints it is discarded.

Finally, there are call constraints. They specify conditions on the set of all replies received from services (which must comply to all reply constraints), e.g., 'return only the results of the first ten services that reply'. An all-mode call with this constraint would invoke all services returned by UDDI, but only the first ten replies will be considered and returned to the calling service.

The process of dynamic service selection is sketched in Algorithm 1. Where suitable, procedures with descriptive names were used to subsume not so interesting details, to allow a brief and concise presentation of the algorithm. The procedure uddi-fetch-services (line 2) returns all services that are instances of the given tModel $t$. Then, filter-by-metadata-constraints removes all services from $S$ that do not meet all metadata constraints in $C$ (line 3). Next, services are called depending on the mode $m$ (line 4). The while loop (line 5) is executed as long as the received replies do not comply to all call constraints, i.e., as long as the procedure check-call-constraints returns false. In the loop, if a service does not reply (Timeout) or it returns an error, an alternative service is called using the procedure call-alternative-service (line 8). If a valid reply is received and if it meets all reply constraints (procedure check-reply-constraints returns true), it is inserted into the set of received replies (line 11). Otherwise an alternative service is called. Finally, all pending services, i.e., services which did not reply, are aborted.

In our tire dealer example there is one place where dynamic service selection takes place. When a negotiator service contacts forwarding agencies, it calls the forwarding
Algorithm 1

Require: $t : t\text{Model}$, $d : \text{Document}$, $m : \text{mode}$, $C : \text{set of constraints}$
Ensure: $R : \text{set of replies}$

1: $R \leftarrow \emptyset$
2: $S \leftarrow \text{uddi-fetch-services}(t)$
3: $\text{filter-by-metadata-constraints}(S, C)$
4: $\text{call-services}(S, d, m)$
5: while $\neg \text{check-call-constraints}(R, C)$ do
6:   $\text{reply} \leftarrow \text{wait-for-reply}()$
7:   if $\text{reply} = \text{Timeout} \lor \text{reply} = \text{Error}$ then
8:     $\text{call-alternative-service}(S, d, m)$
9:     else
10:    if $\text{check-reply-constraints}(\text{reply}, C)$ then
11:       $R \leftarrow R \cup \{\text{reply}\}$
12:     else
13:        $\text{call-alternative-service}(S, d, m)$
14:     end if
15:   end if
16: end while
17: $\text{abort-pending-services}(S)$

agency t\text{Model} using the all-mode. Additionally, a constraint filtering all forwarding agencies geographically close to the tire dealer is used.

5 Automatic Service Replication

The flexible architecture of ServiceGlobe provides a feature called \textit{automatic service replication}. Using this feature, it is possible to enhance existing services or develop new services with load balancing and high availability features, without having to consider these features during their development. We are using a technique similar to Layer 7 Switching which is widely used in the context of Web servers. Such switches do load balancing using several servers on the back end with identically mirrored content using a round robin strategy or load information about these servers. In contrast to these switches, our solution is a pure software solution and is realized as a regular service. Thus, it is more flexible and extensible and, additionally, it is seamlessly integrated into the service platform. Up to now, only the basic functionality is integrated into ServiceGlobe, but we will improve the functionality shortly, see Section 7.

We developed a general dispatcher service which is configurable to act as proxy for arbitrary services. This dispatcher is able to monitor a set of service hosts. Figure 7 shows a dispatcher for Service S monitoring three service hosts running two instances of Service S (both connected to the same DBMS). Using the monitoring services available at every service host, the dispatcher avoids overload situations. Upon receiving a message, the dispatcher looks for an appropriate service instance having the lowest load on its service host and forwards the message to the selected service instance.

If all existing service instances are running on heavily loaded service hosts, the dis-
patcher generates a new instance on a service host having a low workload. If no such service host is available, the dispatcher can either buffer incoming messages or reject them (sending a “temporary unavailable” message back to the service caller) depending on the configuration of the dispatcher instance.

Using several instances of a service greatly increases its availability. Assuming that the server running the dispatcher itself and the database server are highly available, the availability of the entire system depends only on the availability of the service hosts. The availability of a pool of service hosts can then be calculated as follows:

\[
\alpha = \alpha_{Service\ Host} = \frac{MTBF}{MTBF + MTTR} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\alpha_{pool} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha^i(1-\alpha)^{(N-i)} = 1 - (1-\alpha)^N \quad (2)
\]

Equation 1 calculates the availability of a single service host based on its MTBF (mean time between failures) and MTTR (mean time to repair). The availability of a pool of \( N \) service hosts can be calculated using Equation 2. Even assuming very unreliable service hosts with MTBF = 48h and MTTR = 12h a pool with 8 members will only be unavailable about 1.5 minutes a year.
As we have shown, automatic service replication has several advantages: First, the development of services without having to consider high availability and/or load balancing features is much easier. Second, every existing service can be turned into a high available and load balanced service without a lot of work, as long as there is no data sharing between different instances of this service or it has some kind of concurrency control, e.g., by using a database as back end. This service enhancement is done by starting a dispatcher service parameterized with an appropriate configuration document and modifying some data at the UDDI repository. After that, the service instances are no more contacted directly, but via the dispatcher service controlling the forwarding of the messages. Third, a cluster of service hosts can be easily supplemented with new service hosts. The administrators of these service hosts only have to install the ServiceGlobe system and register them at the UDDI repository using the appropriate tModel, e.g., ServiceHostClusterS, indicating that these service hosts are members of the cluster S. The dispatcher will automatically execute services at these hosts as soon as the load at other hosts exceeds a limit.

6 Related Work

There are a number of frameworks for service composition and execution. Sun propagates its Sun ONE framework [Sun] which is based on J2EE [J2E] and the well-known Java language. Microsoft .NET [NET] is a bundle of well-known and new applications targeted at Web service development and deployment. HP is currently developing its Web Services Platform [WSP]. Although all of these frameworks share the opinion that services are important for easy application collaboration and integration, they handle the subject from a different point of view. They intend to provide a complete infrastructure for implementing services and executing them on dedicated hosts. Our objective in this work is to present new functionality for e-service execution and deployment which can be integrated into existing service platforms.

Although service composition languages are not the focus of our work, we are aware of work in this area. IBM’s WSFL (Web Services Flow Language) [Ley01], Microsoft’s XLang [Tha01], and HP’s WSCL (Web Services Conversation Language) [BBB+02] are languages to describe how to compose existing services, i.e., to describe some kind of conversation. Compaq’s Web Language [Web] (formerly WebL) specializes in fetching, parsing, and generating HTML and XML content. Besides service composition, the XL language [FK01] additionally offers very powerful statements for easy and efficient programming of services. HP’s eFlow [CIJ+00] is similar, but more workflow oriented and based on a graphical notation. Regarding services and their composition there is also the ebXML [ebX] standardization effort which defines a standard for global electronic business. Of course, ServiceGlobe as well as most other service frameworks are based on the W3C Internet standards, most prominently XML, UDDI, WSDL, and SOAP.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we presented novel techniques for flexible and reliable Web service execution and deployment which can be integrated into existing service platforms. We introduced dynamic service selection which allows selecting service instances during runtime by means
of semantic classifications. Different kinds of constraints enable services to influence the selection of services. We also addressed load balancing and high availability issues by providing a generic and transparent approach for automatic service replication. Using this feature, it is possible to enhance existing services with load balancing and high availability features, without having to consider these features during their development. The main idea is to use a general dispatcher service which distributes messages depending on the actual load situation.

For the future, we plan to further explore and extend the presented techniques. First, we enhance the automatic service replication feature, i.e., the dispatcher, to allow the configuration of newly instantiated services in complex environments automatically. For example, if the new service connects to a database management system running on several hosts using replicated data, it can be advised to connect to the instance of the DBMS having the lowest average load. Therefore, we require an autonomous monitoring service which is able to run outside the ServiceGlobe system. Additionally, the dispatcher should be enhanced to handle overload situations of database instances or other resources used by services. Thus, the dispatcher should, e.g., avoid all services connected to an overloaded database instance, instantiate caches for service or database results where suitable to relieve the load on the overloaded database instances, or contact the administrator that it would be ingenious to add an additional database server. Another challenge we have to face is the single-point-of-failure characteristic of the dispatcher service. There are some more features we might integrate into the dispatcher: an accounting module, a quality of service module, an access control module, and a module to detect respectively prevent denial of service attacks.

Second, it would be beneficial for dynamic service selection to allow the combination of different constraints using Boolean operators. As a consequence, conflicts may arise because of contradictory constraints and, therefore, appropriate strategies for resolving these conflicts are necessary. Furthermore, we will integrate constraints into the context of Web services. The term context refers to information about a consumer of a Web service that is used by the service to customize its execution and output. Consequently, constraints should be used to define which types of services a consumer is interested in and wants to use. In the ServiceGlobe system, context is transmitted as part of the SOAP messages (in the SOAP header) that services send and receive. Integration of constraints (in their XML representation) into this context information will not only enable an invoked service to take advantage of these constraints, but also further services invoked by this service, as context information of a service is (automatically) included into SOAP messages sent by it.
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